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Lesson 1 - User Defined Functions

Learning Outcomes:
● Learn about user defined functions
● Make a bouncing ball 
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   User Defined Functions

This lesson introduces the topic of 

“user defined functions”. 

We’ve used lots of different functions

up to now. ellipse() is a function 

which draws a circle/oval for us, 

rect() is a function which draws a 

rectangle, and so on. Someone else 

has defined these functions for us, 

and they allow us to easily draw 

shapes on the screen.

We can also write our own functions. These allow us to bundle up code that 

does a specific job (especially if that job might be repeated a lot of times). 

These must be written outside of void setup() and void draw(). It often 

reduces the amount of code we have to write, but more importantly it should 

always make our code neater and easier to follow. In the example above we 

have defined a function called drawBlackCircle() as a simple example.

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!



 Let’s get Coding - Stick man

To begin with, write up the code 

on the right. We’re going to 

make this more advanced, 

but this is the starting code.

In this example the function 

drawPerson() draws a stick figure.

The parameter list is empty as 

there are no parameters. 

We’re now going to expand this code so that instead of just drawing one stickman, it 

draws multiple ones of the same size, and then different sizes. We’re going to replace 

the line values from numbers to variables. inX = 20 and inY = 100

Comparing the figures above with the one below, finish the code.

In this example, the 

drawPerson() function now 

has two parameters: inX 

and inY. Thus, when the 

function is called, we must 

supply values for those 

parameters such as: 

drawPerson(150, 50);

If we call the function as drawPerson(20,100); the person will be drawn in the same 

place as in the original function.
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 Bouncing Ball

This isn’t as hard as it looks - you can do 
it in less than 30 lines of code - but you
can make it even neater by using 
functions. Your draw block should look 
like this when you’ve finished:

You will need to define variables at the top of 
your file for xPos, yPos, xSpeed and 
ySpeed. Use the float data type (instead 
of int) - this allows you to use decimal 
places, which is handy for getting our motion 
nice and smooth.

Your task is to define each of these functions:
● void display() - show a circle on the screen, with position of xPos, yPos
● void move() - add xSpeed to xPos, and ySpeed to yPos
● void bounce() - multiply xSpeed by -1 when the ball hits a side, and 

ySpeed by -1 when the ball hits the top or bottom of the screen.
● void gravity() - add 0.2 to ySpeed. 

As an example, void display() will look like this:

When you write display();  in void draw(), the computer looks for a function 
you’ve defined with that name. If it doesn’t exist, you will get an error.
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Challenge - Adding a Second Ball
Your next task is to add a second ball (give it a different starting position). You 

will need new variables - xTwoPos, xTwoSpeed, etc. (Can you imagine how difficult 
this would be if we wanted hundreds of balls on screen at once? We have a clever 
way around that which you’ll see later in the course). You can put all of the movement 
code in the move() function, all the display code in the display() function, etc.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/11kgpOgZjEqfCM9XnuxgZUytNlMNYjm6K/preview


Lesson 2 - Hit The Target/Reactions Game
(Revision Project)

Learning Outcomes:
● We will put what we’ve learned into practice to make an target game
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 What are we aiming for? (Pun intended)

We are going to make a game where you hit targets with the mouse. We will need 
to:
1. Draw the target
2. Check if the target it hit
3. Redraw the target in a new position (eg when it is hit)

 Draw the Target

1. Use ellipses to make a target. Choose the number of rings and colours you 
want yours to have. Use variables for the center of the target. This will 
make it easier to test if it is hit, and later move the target around. You will need 
two variables: for the vertical and horizontal position of the target.

Put the code to draw the target in a custom user defined function. User 
defined functions are functions just like ellipse or rect - except you 
decide what they do. They need a name, return type (either true or false), 
inputs and code block. We define them at the bottom of the program.
Examples:

Your draw() function should look something like this :



Check if the target gets hit

To do this we will check the distance between the center of the target and the mouse. 

1. We need to get the distance from the centre of the target to edge.

2. We need to compare that to the distance between the target centre and the 

mouse (using the horizontal positions of the target and mouse)

a. We need to use the dist() function. This returns a number (unlike 

ellipse() or drawTarget() that are void: therefore return nothing.)

If you are stuck here is some code to get you started:

Redraw the target in a new position (eg when it is hit).

When the target is hit, we want to make a new target somewhere else. So 

make another custom function. Again it will return nothing (so will be void). You 

might call it something like newTargetPosition(). In this function, make the 

position of the target random. Use the random() function to set the horizontal and 

vertical position of the target to a random number between 0 and either the width or 

the height of the screen. When using int you have to tell it to return whole numbers:
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 Challenges 
● Add a score.

○ Stored in a variable.
○ Goes up if you hit the target.
○ Show the score at the top of the screen. (Use the text() function to show 

text.)
● Add a limited number of shots:

○ Stored in a new variable.
○ Everytime you click the mouse - you use a shot.
○ Game is over when you use all of your shots.



Lesson 3 - Hit The Target/Reactions Game
(Adding a Timing Element)

Learning Outcomes:
● We will aim to make the game harder and to introduce timing to this 

processing project
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 Steps to improving this app:
1. Introduce millis(): a function for telling time.
2. Tell when a second has passed. 
3. Make a timer app.
4. When a second has passed - change the position of the target.

 Let’s Get Coding!

 Introduce millis() a function for telling time

millis() is a function that returns the current program time in milliseconds. 

Unlike ellipse(), rect() or drawTarget() is it not void - it returns a number. Like dist().

1. Create a new project.

2. Make a simple program to see what millis() does (copy the below code):

Tell when a seconds has passed

1 second = 1000 milliseconds.

Therefore to tell if a second has passed from the start of the program 

millis() > 1000.

Make this change to the above app. So after a second the background 

changes colour or something.



 Challenges 
● Have a limited amount of targets - ie the target can only move or be shot a 

certain number of times.

● If your score goes over a certain amount the target starts moving quicker.

Make a timer app.

At the moment we are checking when 1 second has passed since the start of the app. 

We do this by checking: time at start of the app in milliseconds = 0.

Time 1 second after the start of the app in milliseconds 0 + 1sec = 0 + 1000 = 1000.

Now we will wait on some user input and then time 1 second after that.

We need a variable to store the end of the timer.

And we set the timer when we press a button or a key (you choose).

When a second has passed - change the position of the target.

We now want to move the code from our test program to our target app.

We need:

● variable that stores time to move the target.

○ reset:

■ Everytime we hit the target.

■ If the target moves of its own accord.

● When timer runs out: move the target. 
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Lesson 4 - Advanced Paint/Drawing App
(Revision Project)

Learning Outcomes:
● Make a much more advanced version of our paint app using 

user-defined functions.
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 Taking a trip down Memory Lane
Remember the paint app that we made some weeks ago? Ah, those were the days! 

Believe it or not, we’ve learnt a lot of new stuff since then. You are now capable of 

taking your paint app to the next level with user-defined functions!

 Let’s Get Coding!

Download the code

The Fed was showing his cool paint app to Damien, but Damien being Damien 

accidentally deleted some of the code. The Fed was quite upset, and needs your 

help to restore his app. Here is what the app looked like before Damien broke it:

Click on this link to download

the skeleton code that you’ll

be working with.

Opening the file 

Extract the downloaded zip file onto your USB stick and open Paint.pde

Once it’s open, you should see 4 tabs at the top of your Processing window:

https://github.com/AcademyOfCode/Paint/archive/master.zip
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1qpgCQOBaEwgUPvvWCo9GFZFqh_ETMQTS/preview
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  Tabs in Processing
  Tabs are often used in Processing to separate different sections of code. 

You will be using tabs a lot more in the future, but for now, the only tabs that matter 

to us are the Paint tab, which should look just like a normal processing sketch, and 

the Tool_Options tab, where you’ll be adding most of your code. You can ignore 

the other two tabs.

Let’s Get Coding!

Fix the sizeSelect() function

Take a good look at the sizeSelect() function. Here’s the code for one of the buttons 

that changes the size of the brush. The numbers that you’ll need to change when 

you add more buttons have been highlighted.

Add (at least!) 5 new buttons to change the size of the brush.

Fix the colourSelect() function

Here’s the code for one of the buttons that changes colour. The numbers that you’ll 

need to change when you add more buttons have been highlighted.

Add (at least!) 5 new buttons to change the colour of the brush.
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 Challenges
● Simon deleted the triangle shape button from the shapeSelect() function. Can 

you add it back? For the brush to have a triangular shape, the ‘shape’ variable 

must be set to 2. Remember, the triangle() function expects 6 parameters!

● Add code to the program so that pressing the keys ‘1’ through ‘6’ will edit the 

‘red’, ‘green’ and ‘blue’ variables to change the colour, just like in your original 

paint app.

 

● Can you add a Line Tool that draws a straight line when you hold the mouse 

down? You’ll need to use the line() function. You’ll also have to edit the paint() 

and preview() functions in the Paint tab.

● Add a background colour tool that lets you change the colour of the 

background. It should work exactly like the brush colour tool. You’ll need to edit 

the Toolbox tab, create a new function inside Tool_Options and create 3 new 

variables for the red, green and blue values for the background.

● You now have an awesome paint application, so have some fun with it! Paint 

something cool, save it, and show it a tutor. Try to recreate a painting that you 

really like or become the new Picasso!


